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INTRODUCTION TO 

LEAN SIX SIGMA 
 Basic tools for team members 

(LSS)  

(2 days, 16 hours, 16 PDUs) 

TRAINING METHOD 
We apply a training method based on ”learning by 

doing”. This means optimizing your learning by 

combining the trainer’s input with your own 

experience and active participation. 

SUBJECTS 

The course is structured around the following 

training subjects: 

 Introduction to Six Sigma and Lean. 

 Definition of CTQ (Critical To Quality), 

value and waste. 

 Process diagram. 

 Basic graphical measurement and 

analysis. 

 Cause and effect diagram 

 Time analysis and synchronization of 

activities. 

 Basic improvement tools: creative 

thinking, functional analysis, risk 

analysis and pilot tests. 

All subjects are complemented with group exercises 

focused on improving a simulated process, which is 

carried out repeatedly during the course, following 

the DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, 

Control) improvement methodology. 
 

The participants will simulate a messaging and 

invoicing service where each person represents a 

specific role with varying degrees of responsibility and 

different hierarchical positions. 
 

Participants get a chance to have some fun by putting 

the acquired knowledge into practice immediately. 

AFTER THE COURSE 

YOU WILL 
Acquired the necessary basics as an initiation into 

Lean Six Sigma as well as the basic tools for 

analysis and teamwork. 
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Measuring and improving business 

processes requires a methodology 

adequate for the purpose, which is what 

Lean Six Sigma is about. Companies all over 

the world, such as Motorola, GE, Toyota, etc. 

have demonstrated the efficiency of the 

method by dedicating part of their staff full-

time to improvement tasks. 

The management of improvement projects 

forms a solid base for an important cultural 

change, promoting continuous change, in 

the search of EXCELLENCE. 

TARGET GROUP 
 Project Managers. 

 Qualified staff who need an introduction to 

improvement activities or to Lean Six Sigma 

projects.  

 Unqualified staff, temporary or permanent 

members of project teams 

MATERIAL 

The following training material will be handed 

out: 

 Session manual 

 Additional material (exercises, practical case 

studies, formats etc.), distributed 

electronically during the sessions 

 Demo version of the statistical software 

MINITAB 

Participants should preferably bring their own 

laptops, to run some of the exercises on 


